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     In my vision I wanted people to see the different views of the way society 
treat women and men and how society doesn’t show that or how their just let it 
go on. In my illustration I show how women and men are in a Fantasy and in a 
Reality. It shows that the line being society that separates the fantasy from the 
reality and Symbolize the like as the “Glass Ceiling” that separates the two 
ideas. After watching my Pop Culture I learned that society has becomes 
normalized by the the way their treat us women. Even women are oblivious to 
this mistreatments. The video influenced me to take more action by spreading 
the word to other women and by  artifact I've learned that society has not 
respect the value of Women. It showed the amount of things women contribute 
to society and what men contribute. Also shows the different ways their 
rewarded differently by society. It made more aware of problems that we tend 
to normalize. Difficulty I experienced was a way for people to understand what 
I was trying to say and the way I would of portrayed it for other people to really 
understand. I eventually found a exploratory way to show the meaning of the 
video through my perspective by showing what we should have and what we 
actually do have. For example I use math symbols in my art so it can be easier 



 

to evaluate. And also used certain color for certain meanings. Overall it worked 
out well. The Title of this piece would be “Society’s Dream and Actuality”. I 
picked to do the art because I believe people learn easier through visuals and 
we actually feel what I’m saying cause their can have different ways of seeing 
it. Throughout school I’ve learned that some people are word learns and others 
are visual learners. In my artwork I used Cartoon like type of art because it 
would be more a amusing and appealing to many other eyes. Main idea is to 
make society aware and let them know being aware is a small change that will 
have a big impact later. While creating my artwork I learned some facts I didn't 
really know before. For example I learned that women in  some business 
actually gets  a pay cut rather than a raise. No my project didn’t turn out how I 
expected because it took me a while to do it and I was so worried about my art 
but I feel like it has a powerful meaning to it still. Throughout this project I’ve 
learned that writing is a useful way to teach people things but Visual aids are 
way better. Additionally, us women need to stand up for what’s right and it’s 
not a day change it’s a everyday change. Not only women have to stand up Men 
can also help change the in justice. 

 

  
 


